MOONLIGHT DRIVE

Words and Music by The Doors

G7

Let's swim to the moon uh huh let's climb thru the tide

pen-e-trate the evenin' that the

city sleeps to hide

Let's swim out tonight, love it's

our turn to try

parked beside the ocean on our
moonlight drive

Let's swim to the moon
uh huh
Let's climb thru the tide

surrender to the waiting worlds

lap against our side
nothin' left
open and no

time to decide
we've stepped into a river on our
moon light drive
Let's swim to the moon
Let's climb thru the tide
You reach a hand to hold me but I
can't be your guide
easy to love you as I
watch you glide
falling through wet
forests on our
moon-light drive.
(repeat and fade)